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Automated Vessel Robot



Marine Drone
The Marine Drone is a Automated Vessel Robot developed for

working on the water. It helps you in various applications, for

example guard the facilities on water, and usage for the fishing

industry.
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For security / patrol

The Marine Drone contains a function of remote control. It can reach to a destination autonomously and patrol the

water facilities and fish farms while you are working in your office. Until now, people wasted time to conduct these

tasks due to constraint. You can achieve to reduce the workload, improve efficiency of security work and ensure safety

of security guards with Marin Drone.

The Marine Drone can patrol pre-input courses with autonomous movement and video recording. GNSS enables

Marine Drone to patrol at night which is dangerous for human.

For fishing industry

You can toss feeds to wide area of fish-tank with installing a spraying device onto Marine Drone. You can reduce staffs

to operate multiple fish-tanks. You can also move the ship autonomously around the aquaculture facility. The patrol

keeps sea-birds out from staying in the fish-tanks to reduce to be preyed on fishes.
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Body

The maximum load of the based ship is 150 kg.

It is possible to extend its function with changing based ship, 

outboard motor and fuel tank, depending on the applications.

With respect to changes of hulls and expansion of equipment, it may not be 

possible to respond due to law or technical reasons. For details, please contact 

a dealer or development / manufacturer.

Manual and Remote Control

We adopted manual and radio system controller to control the ship. You can manipulate the ship to move back and

forth, and around with the controller. When you expand functions of the ship by attaching extra modules, you can also

control the modules with the controller.

The Marine Drone performs autonomous movement based on GNSS information. Specifically, it works as shown

below. You can specify the time to begin operation. You can take an advantage of the timer functions with an ordinary

patrol task, for example.

Autonomous Mobile

Follow the course inputted in advance. Move around randomly within the specified area. 



Retail store : For detailed product consultation, please 

contact the following information.

Model RBBA0003A

Length / Width 2,500 [mm] / 1,270 [mm] (You can choose the hull.)

Boat load 150 [kg] (It depends on the hull.)

Boat direction Forward / Astern / Turning left and right

Control mode
Manual control, Remote control,

Autonomous control (Standalone, Timer and Repeat start)

Autonomous Route trace by teaching play back, Return to Home, Virtual Anchor

Outboard motor 500 [W] × 2 (It can be changed.)

Power generator 0.9 [kW]  (Gasoline)

Operating time
9 [h]  (Battery + Generator)

85 [h]  (Battery + Generator + External tank 25 Litter)

Log speed 4 [knot]  (7.4 [km/h])

Legal equipment
All-around light (White)

Speaker 10 [W]

Sensors GPS, IMU, Drive Video Recorder

User Interface RC Controller 2.4 [GHz], WiFi 5 [GHz]

Optional Unit
Feeding Unit : Feeding tank 17 [Litter] / 60 [Litter]

Remote camera Unit : Full HD

External Interface (Optional System)
DC 12 [V], AC 100 [V]

Ethernet, USB, GPIO, A/D

Operating environment
-20 〜 40 [℃], -4 〜 104 [°F] (There is no drift ice.)

Splash-proof (IPX4 class)

・Specifications are subject to change without notice.

・Depending on usage conditions, loading capacity, speed and any others may change.

Development / Manufacturer

57-9 Anaguchi, Takizawa, Iwate 020-0633 JAPAN

TEL +81-19-618-3408

FAX +81-19-618-3408

E-Mail info@hmrc.co.jp

URL https://www.hmrc.co.jp/

Specifications

Remote control

by radio system

controller.

Autonomous Mobile :

Follow the course

inputted in advance. 

Autonomous movement

at night by GNSS

information.

Long operation.

Auto feeding for

fishing industry. 

Feature

Customizable

ship’s hull.

For movie shooting,

security, patrol.

Keep sea-birds away

from fish-tank.

Sea or lake survey

Sample return mission


